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1.

 

Differences in advanced country labor institutions 
and outcomes ‐‐>  War of Models”

1. Anglo-American 
a ---USA
b -- Australia
c -- UK? 

2. Continental EU
a —Netherlands
b – Germany

3. Japan 
4. The Nordics
5. Write-ins ???

For the first time ever, EcModels invites you to vote 
for your favorite economy at ecmodels.com. 
Sponsored by Invisible Hand Inc, online voting begins 
now. Fans can also vote via toll-free phone lines and 
text-message   (standard text-messaging rates apply).   
In this corner, with an unemployment rate of ...



“Best Performers” shift from 1970s Nordic German corporatist 
to 1980s Japan lifetime jobs to late 1990s-2007 US/Anglo-Saxon 
flexible market  to 2010s German labor market miracle? to ...

War of the Models: 1970s‐mid  2100s  



In 1980s-90s “War of the Models” labor analysts, policy-makers, and international 
economic institutions argued over which labor institutions and policies worked 
best, pitting flexible markets vs neo-corporatist labor systems. 

Impressed by the US's high employment rate and short spells of joblessness, 
the OECD Jobs Study endorsed flexible reforms as the 
way to go (with an occasional nod for the Nordics. 
The IMF claimed the EU would outperform the US if it 
adopted flexible US-style institutions. The Washington 
consensus favored flexible labor for LDCs. 

Your winner – economy closest to the Invisible Hand



Reliance on market forces created a perfect financial 

 

world, so they would surely create a perfect labor world?
Thanks to mathematics/big data finance, finance was fine 

“finance … has made stunning progress … in theory and in practice (p. 11) … risk 
does not disappear but its effects virtually disappear as the risks to the individual 
business are blended into large international portfolios where they are diversified 
away to almost nothing” Shiller, New Financial Order, 2003, p. 3). 

“As the market for credit default swaps (CDSs) expands  and deepens, the collective 
knowledge held by market participants is exactly reflected in the prices of these 
derivative instruments [which] embody all relevant market prices of the financial  
Instruments  issued by potential borrowers.” Greenspan 



And then &^%$#@ →

 

the Great Recession which put  labor institutions 

 

and policies to a real test: in recession and then in recovery



employment‐population rate                                                 

 

mean length of unemployment 

US flexibility failed the test



Occupiers 2011 Protests reminded everyone that US model generated 

 

another outcome: 3rd

 

world levels of inequality

The occupiers divided the US between the top 1% (22.5% of income

 

in 2012) 
and the 99% .  BUT 

•Within the 1% over half went to the 0.1% (whose share rose from 3.1% (1972) to 11.3% (2012); 
•And within the 0.1% ~ half of went to the  0.01% (share rose from 1.2% (1972) to 5.5% (2012);
•And within the 0.01% ~ half went to the upper 0.001%; 
•And within the 0.001%, the top 400 taxpayers (0.00028%) had 1.59% of adjusted gross income, up from 

 

0.52% in 1992: 10% of capital gains, 4% of interest, 4% of dividends. (2007, IRS).

Addendum:  ~80% of earnings of top executives beyond the top 400

 

consists of stock options, grants, 

 

bonuses dependent on capital 



But, says the man of the world, who cares about inequality 

 

as long as the rising tide lifts all boats. 
Fed Reserve (SCF): average income before taxes for wealthiest 10% of U.S. families rose 

10 percent from 2010 to 2013 while incomes for the poorest 40 percent declined.  
Income of richest 3 percent increased from  27.7% in 2010 to 30.5% in 2013 vs 
31.4% 2007. 

Piketty and Saez: 95% of 2009-2012 gain went to upper 1%   (who had suffered 49% of 
2007-2009 loss) and of the 2009-2012 gain to upper 1% at, 70% went to upper .01% 
and of that 52% went to upper .001%.

NYT (April 22, 2014) tabulation of LIS data showed Americans in the 20th income 
percentile had lower income than persons in 20th percentile in Norway, Canada, Netherlands, 
Germany, and Sweden as of 2010 and claimed median was lower in US than Canada ~2012.



Did the EU weather the storm better?



Inequality Increases in EU as in US



Labor's Share Falls in All Advanced Countries, 
more in EU than in US over long run



But haven't some in EU outdone US? Not Really
Sweden: 2011 Swedish group says “study us; we beat Great Recession”.  Huge drop in mfg 

productivity by keeping workers in place while output fell but solid recovery in 
productivity afterward. Big increase in inequality but from modest levels;  unemployment 
up but higher E/Pop weighted by hours than US.  

UK: Tory government claims robust recovery with high E/Pop and low unemployment but 
GDP did not surpass 2007 until 2014; real wages fell 6.1% for women and 9.1% from 
2009 to 2012 for men to roughly 2003 levels; productivity ~4% below 2008 peak, 
creating “UK Productivity puzzle”

Germany: Low unemployment/high emp-pop rate proclaiming labor market miracle; but 
large share of jobs are Kuzerbeit short term work – a lot of badly bad jobs; increased 
inequality;  adjusted for hours, e-pop below US; stagnant real wages, modest productivity 



2. Is this the Invisible Hand's Labor Market?

Analysis of US Census longitudinal employee-plant data, (NBER WP 20447) finds 
that 2/3rds of the widening of the US earnings distribution is increased 
dispersion of earnings among establishments. This, after controlling for 
sorting of workers, geography, size of firm, other factors. 

Analysis of wage changes for the same worker in the same establishment shows 
that 79% of increased variance of earnings for the stayers due to increased 
dispersion of earnings among establishments    

The major pathways for increased establishment-level dispersion are: industry, 
firm, “rent-sharing” associated with productivity measured as sales/employee 



Var sales/worker and var earnings Widen by industry 



Variance of ln earnings, scaled at 0 for 1977 
and 1977-2007 Changes in variance



Table 1:  Variance Decomposition: Level and Changes in Variance ln 
earnings across and within establishments, nine LEHD states 



Table 2.  Longitudinal analysis of  workers who stay with same firm 
shows: dominated by increased variance among establishments of stayers



3.  Why the Failure of Policy and institutions
•Four Hypotheses:

1) Alternatives: Weaken labor institutions for flexibility with austerity even if it impedes 
recovery because govts have to do something; quantitative easing – boost demand via share 
prices.

2) Maintained belief that real labor markets behave as our theoretical invisible hand construct 
despite evidence bcs we rely on counter-factual rather than experiment to reject.

3) Left/ labor have no new ideas post Keynes because progressive energy focused on gender, 
environment and climate change, food safety, etc, not on labor

4) Inequality of income gives disproportionate power to wealthy in decision-making and they 
favor status quo policies which help them prosper.





 

Example of lack of thinking: Spring 2013 at Portugal Central Bank conference, I was          

 

gifted  a hat by social partners and asked,”

 

professor, what can we do? “ My answer was,   

 

“I don't know... but it should be something different than what you are currently doing.”



 

What they were doing was austerity + destroying collective bargaining social partner 

 

institutions.



Why go after CB extension? Belief that it reduces wage flexibility



Of course, Reforms always work, at least in the projections



4. Future: What Can We Do?
Wait it out.  Future will get better. It always has and 
therefore always will. As long as R&D increases 
knowledge), tech change such as robotization will 
make humanity wealthy, healthy, and wise (if we 
have access to Internet and Google)

War on capital? Strengthen unions and collective 
bargaining? Tax capital and have govt 
redistribute tax receipts?  Piketty global 
capital tax unreal when countries cannot agree 
on climate change policies.



A proposed solution:  
increase workers' ownership of capital and capital income.

Government ownership of natural resources; set up fund and pay out to average 

 

citizens.  Norway and Alaska oil
But biggest stock of capital today is knowledge capital embodied

 

in new products 

 

and processes so key to capital ownership is citizens ownership of part of output 

 

from tax‐funded basic R&D that underlies growth.



EU Lower level of ownership/sharing than US
5th Working Conditions Survey (2012) shows EU27 average ~3% with

 

shares 

 

plus 13% with profit‐sharing compared to US General Social Survey (2006) 

 

18% with shares; 38% profit‐sharing; 10/11 million in ESOPs. 

• France has profit‐sharing from 
• DeGaulle's

 

era: can it be improved? 

Workers ownership/profit‐sharing associated with employee involvement 

 

committees, teamwork; high performance work places, higher productivity 

 

and most other good things (Blasi, Kruse, Freeman, 2012).  “Preponderance 

 

of Evidence”

 

says it works. 



Creme de la crème of Worker Ownership



Roadmap from here to there
Has to be gradual, consistent with national attitudes and traditions, open to variety and 

experimentation; supported by firms and workers, encouraged rather than forced 
down anyone's throat; great diligence to tax breaks due to smart folk exploiting 
loopholes 

US recommendations: 1) Add firms with broad-based employee ownership/profit 
sharing to preferred status in government procurement programs; 2) Reform 
governance of pension funds and pension fund ownership of shares; 3) Progressive 
capital gains tax, with lower rates for lower income citizens; 4) Expand tax 
incentives for spreading capital ownership;  5) Reform Internal Revenue Code 
162(m) which subsidizes stock ownership and profit/gain sharing plans for top five 
executives by making deductions conditional on plans for all employees



In the English language equity has two meanings: 
•Fairness – equitable solutions to problems; equitable division of the 
rewards of production
•Ownership – equity in one's company and ownership of the fruits of one's 
own labor.

How to get from huge inequality in ownership
to more equitable ownership will be a journey 
but consider the alternative.

CONCLUSION:  Equity
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